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Abstract. In this paper we consider cone metric type spaces which are introduced as a generali-
zation of symmetric and metric spaces by Khamsi and Hussain in 2010. Then we prove several
common fixed point for weakly compatible mappings in cone metric type spaces. All results are
proved in the settings of a solid cone, without the assumption of continuity of the mappings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1922, Banach proved the famous contraction mapping principle [4]. Afterward,
other authors considered various definitions of contractive mappings and proved se-
veral fixed and common fixed point theorems [6, 13, 19, 25]. In 1976, Jungck [18]
proved a common fixed point theorem for two commuting mappings. This theorem
has many applications but it requires the continuity of one of the two mappings. In
1996, Jungck [16] defined a pair of self-mappings to be weakly compatible if they
commute at their coincidence points. In the sequel, Jungck and Rhoades [17] pro-
ved some fixed and common fixed point theorems for noncommuting and compatible
mappings in metric spaces.

In 2007, Huang and Zhang [14] introduced cone metric spaces and proved some
fixed point theorems. Several fixed and common fixed point results in cone metric
spaces are proved in [1, 5, 9–12, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27].

In 1931, Wilson [28] introduced symmetric spaces, as metric-like spaces lacking
the triangle inequality. Recently, Khamsi and Hussain [20, 21] defined a new type of
spaces which they called cone metric type spaces. Afterward, other authors proved
fixed point theorems in metric type space and cone metric type spaces [7,15,23]. The
purpose of this paper is to generalize and unify the common fixed point theorems
for weakly compatible mappings of Abbas and Jungck [1], Abbas and Rhoades [2],
Arshad et al. [3], Huang and Zhang [14], on cone metric type spaces.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

We recall some definitions and results that we will use in the sequel. Throughout
this article we denote by R the set of all real numbers and by N the set of positive
integers.

Definition 1 (See [28]). Let X be a nonempty set. Suppose that the mapping
D WX �X ! Œ0;C1/ satisfies

(S1) D.x;y/D 0” x D y;
(S2) D.x;y/DD.y;x/,

for all x;y 2X . ThenD is called a symmetric onX and .X;D/ is called a symmetric
space.

Definition 2 (See [8,14]). Let E be a real Banach space and P a subset ofE. Then
P is called a cone if and only if
.a/ P is closed, non-empty and P ¤ f0g;
.b/ a;b 2 R, a;b � 0 and x;y 2 P imply that axCby 2 P ;
.c/ if x 2 P and �x 2 P , then x D 0.

Given a cone P �E, we define a partial ordering � with respect to P by

x � y” y�x 2 P:

We shall write x < y if x � y and x ¤ y. Also, we write x� y if and only if
y�x 2 intP (where intP is the interior ofP ). If intP ¤¿, the coneP is called solid.
The cone P is called normal if there is a number k > 0 such that for all x;y 2E,

0� x � y H) kxk � kkyk:

The least positive number satisfying the above condition is called the normal cons-
tant of P . In the sequel we always suppose thatE is a real Banach space, P is a solid
cone in E, and � is a partial ordering with respect to P .

Example 1. (See [24])
.i/ Let E D CRŒ0;1� with the supremum norm and P D ff 2 E W f � 0g. Then, P
is a normal cone with normal constant k D 1.
.i i/ Let E D C 1

RŒ0;1� with the norm kf k D kf k1Ckf 0k1 and consider the cone
P D ff 2E W f � 0g. Then P is a non-normal cone.

Definition 3 (See [14]). Let X be a nonempty set. Suppose that the mapping
d WX �X !E satisfies
.d1/ 0� d.x;y/ for all x;y 2X and d.x;y/D 0 if and only if x D y;
.d2/ d.x;y/D d.y;x/ for all x;y 2X ;
.d3/ d.x;´/� d.x;y/Cd.y;´/ for all x;y;´ 2X .
Then, d is called a cone metric on X and .X;d/ is called a cone metric space.
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Example 2. (See [14]) Let E D R2, P D f.x;y/ 2E jx;y � 0g � R2, X D R and
d W X �X ! E such that d.x;y/ D .jx�yj;˛jx�yj/, where ˛ � 0 is a constant.
Then .X;d/ is a cone metric space.

Definition 4 (See [7, 20, 21]). Let X be a nonempty set, K � 1 be a real number
and E a real Banach space with cone P . Suppose that the mapping d W X �X ! E

satisfies
.cd1/ d.x;y/� 0 for all x;y 2X and d.x;y/D 0 if and only if x D y;
.cd2/ d.x;y/D d.y;x/ for all x;y 2X ;
.cd3/ d.x;´/�K.d.x;y/Cd.y;´// for all x;y;´ 2X .

Then .X;d;K/ is called a cone metric type space. Obviously, for K D 1, a cone
metric type space is a cone metric space.

Example 3. (See [7]) LetB Dfei ji D 1; : : : ;ng be an orthonormal basis of Rn with
inner product .�; �/ and p > 0. Define

Xp D
˚
Œx� jx W Œ0;1�! Rn;

Z 1

0

j.x.t/;ej /j
pdt 2 R; j D 1;2; : : : ;n

	
;

where Œx� represents the class of equivalence of x with respect to relation of functions
equal almost everywhere. Let E D Rn and

PB D
˚
y 2 Rn

j.y;ei /� 0; i D 1;2; : : : ;n
	

be a solid cone. Define d WXp �Xp! PB � Rn by

d.f;g/D

nX
iD1

ei

Z 1

0

j..f �g/.t/;ei /j
pdt; f;g 2Xp:

Then .Xp;d;K/ is a cone metric type space with K D 2p�1.

We define convergence in cone metric type spaces as in the cone metric spaces.

Definition 5 (See [20]). Let .X;d;K/ be a cone metric type space, fxng a sequ-
ence in X and x 2X .
.i/ fxng converges to x if for every c 2 E with 0� c there exists n0 2N such that
d.xn;x/� c for all n > n0, and we write limn!C1d.xn;x/D 0

.i i/ fxng is called a Cauchy sequence if for every c 2E with 0� c there exists n0 2

N such that d.xn;xm/� c for allm;n > n0, and we write limn;m!C1d.xn;xm/D

0.

Lemma 1 (See [7]). Let .X;d;K/ be a cone metric type space over-ordered real
Banach spaceE. Then the following properties are often used, particularly in dealing
with cone metric type spaces in which the cone need not be normal.
.P1/ If u� v and v� w, then u� w.
.P2/ If 0� u� c for each c 2 intP , then uD 0.
.P3/ If u� �u where u 2 P and 0� � < 1, then uD 0.
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.P4/ Let xn! 0 in E and 0� c. Then there exists a positive integer n0 such that
xn� c for each n > n0.

Definition 6 (See [17]). Let f and g be two self-mappings defined on a set X .
If f w D gw D ´ for some ´ 2 X , then w is called a coincidence point of f and
g, and ´ is called a point of coincidence of f and g. The mappings f and g are
said to be weakly compatible if they commute at every coincidence point, that is, if
fgw D gf w for all coincidence points w.

Lemma 2 (See [1]). Let f and g be weakly compatible self-mappings on a set X .
If f and g have a unique point of coincidence ´D f w D gw, then ´ is the unique
common fixed point of f and g.

3. MAIN RESULTS

The following theorem, that extends and improves Theorem 2 of [3] and Corollary
2:10 of [2] in a cone metric type space, is our main result.

Theorem 1. Let .X;d;K/ be a cone metric type space with constant K � 1 and
P a solid cone. Suppose that f , g and T are three self-mappings on X , satisfying
f .X/[g.X/� T .X/, and

d.f x;gy/ � p.x;y/d.T x;Ty/Cq.x;y/d.f x;T x/

C r.x;y/d.gy;Ty/C2t.x;y/Œd.f x;Ty/Cd.gy;T x/
2

�;
(3.1)

for all x;y 2X , where p;q;r; t WX �X ! Œ0; 1
K
/ are real functions such that

sup
x;y2X

fKp.x;y/C .KC1/maxfq.x;y/;r.x;y/gC .K2
CK/t.x;y/g � � < 1:

(3.2)
If one of f .X/, g.X/ or T .X/ is a complete subspace of X , then ff;T g and fg;T g
have a unique point of coincidence in X . Moreover if ff;T g and fg;T g are weakly
compatible, then f , g and T have a unique common fixed point.

Proof. Suppose x0 is an arbitrary point of X . Since f .X/ � T .X/, there exists
x1 2 X such that f x0 D T x1 D y1. Since g.X/ � T .X/, there exists x2 2 X such
that gx1 D T x2 D y2. If we continue in this manner, then

9x2nC1 2X such that y2nC1 D f x2n D T x2nC1

9x2nC2 2X such that y2nC2 D gx2nC1 D T x2nC2;

for nD 0;1; : : : .
In the sequel we denote p.x;y/;q.x;y/;r.x;y/; t.x;y/ respectively with p;q;r; t .

Now, we have

d.y2nC1;y2nC2/D d.f x2n;gx2nC1/

� pd.T x2n;T x2nC1/Cqd.f x2n;T x2n/
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C rd.gx2nC1;T x2nC1/

C t Œd.f x2n;T x2nC1/Cd.gx2nC1;T x2n/�

D pd.y2n;y2nC1/Cqd.y2nC1;y2n/C rd.y2nC2;y2nC1/

C t Œd.y2nC1;y2nC1/Cd.y2nC2;y2n/�

� pd.y2n;y2nC1/Cqd.y2nC1;y2n/C rd.y2nC2;y2nC1/

C tKŒd.y2nC2;y2nC1/Cd.y2nC1;y2n/�

D .pCqC tK/d.y2n;y2nC1/C .rC tK/d.y2nC1;y2nC2/;

which implies that

d.y2nC1;y2nC2/�
pCqC tK

1� r � tK
d.y2n;y2nC1/:

Similarly,

d.y2nC3;y2nC2/�
pC rC tK

1�q� tK
d.y2nC2;y2nC1/:

Since � < 1, from

Kp.x;y/CKq.x;y/C�r.x;y/CK2t .x;y/C�Kt.x;y/� �

and
Kp.x;y/C�q.x;y/CKr.x;y/CK2t .x;y/C�Kt.x;y/� �;

that holds by relation .3:2/, we have

K
p.x;y/Cq.x;y/CKt.x;y/

1� r.x;y/�Kt.x;y/
� �

and

K
p.x;y/C r.x;y/CKt.x;y/

1�q.x;y/�Kt.x;y/
� �

holds for all x;y 2X . Therefore

d.yn;ynC1/�
�

K
d.yn�1;yn/ for all n 2N

and hence

d.yn;ynC1/�
�

K
d.yn�1;yn/� � � � � .

�

K
/nd.y0;y1/:

Now, for m> n we have

d.yn;ym/�Kd.yn;ynC1/CK
2d.ynC1;ynC2/C�� �CK

m�nd.ym�1;ym/

�
1

Kn�1
.�n
C�nC1

C�� �C�m�1/d.y0;y1/

�
1

Kn�1

�n

1��
d.y0;y1/! 0 in E as n!C1:
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Now, by .P1/ and .P4/, it follows that for every c 2 intP there exists a positive
integer n0 such that d.yn;ym/� c for every m > n > n0, so fyng is a Cauchy
sequence. Suppose that T .X/ is a complete subspace of X , then fyng is convergent
in T .X/ and there exists v 2 X such that limn!C1T x2n D limn!C1y2n D v.
Since T is a self-mapping, there exists u 2X such that T uD v. Now, we prove that
f uD v. By .3:1/, we obtain

d.f u;v/�KŒd.f u;gx2nC1/Cd.gx2nC1;v/�

�K
�
pd.T u;T x2nC1/Cqd.f u;T u/C rd.gx2nC1;T x2nC1/

C t Œd.f u;T x2nC1/Cd.gx2nC1;T u/�
�
CKd.gx2nC1;v/

DK
�
pd.v;y2nC1/Cqd.f u;v/C rd.y2nC2;y2nC1/

C t Œd.f u;y2nC1/Cd.y2nC2;v/�
�
CKd.y2nC2;v/

� pKd.v;y2nC1/CqKd.f u;v/C rKd.y2nC2;y2nC1/

C tK2Œd.f u;v/Cd.v;y2nC1/�C tKd.y2nC2;v/CKd.y2nC2;v/

D .pKC tK2/d.v;y2nC1/C rKd.y2nC2;y2nC1/C

K.tC1/d.y2nC2;v/C .qKC tK
2/d.f u;v/;

which implies

.1�qK� tK2/d.f u;v/� .pKC tK2/d.v;y2nC1/C rKd.y2nC2;y2nC1/

CK.tC1/d.y2nC2;v/:

Now, using (3.2), we have that

.1��/d.f u;v/� �d.v;y2nC1/C�d.y2nC2;y2nC1/C .�CK/d.y2nC2;v/

holds for all n 2 N. Since fyng converges to v and d.y2nC2;y2nC1/! 0 in E as
n!C1, for every c 2 intP there exists n0 2N such that for any n > n0, we have

d.v;y2nC1/�
.1��/c

3�
;

d.y2nC2;y2nC1/�
.1��/c

3�
;

d.y2nC2;v/�
.1��/c

3.�CK/
:

It follows that d.f u;v/� c for every c 2 intP , and by .P2/ we have d.f u;v/D 0,
that is, f uD v. So, we have f uD T uD v, that is, v is a point of coincidence of the
mappings f and T , and u is a coincidence point of the mapping f and T .

Similarly, by .3:1/ and .3:2/ we conclude d.v;gu/� c for every c 2 intP , and
we have d.gu;v/D 0 by .P2/, that is, guD v. So, we have guD T uD v, that is,
v is a point of coincidence of the mappings g and T , and u is a coincidence point of
the mappings g and T . Hence f uD guD T uD v.
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Now we shall show that v is the unique point of coincidence of the pairs ff;T g
and fg;T g. Let v0 be also a point of coincidence of these three mappings, then
f u0 D gu0 D T u0 D v0 for u0 2X . From .3:1/, we have

d.v;v0/D d.f u;gu0/

� pd.T u;T u0/Cqd.f u;T u/C rd.gu0;T u0/

C t Œd.f u;T u0/Cd.gu0;T u/�

D pd.v;v0/Cqd.v;v/C rd.v0;v0/C t Œd.v;v0/Cd.v0;v/�

D .pC2t/d.v;v0/

� �d.v;v0/;

and (by .P3/) it follows that v D v0. If the pairs ff;T g and fg;T g are weakly com-
patible, then v is the unique common fixed point of f , g and T by Lemma .2/. �

The following result is a consequence of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let .X;d;K/ be a cone metric type space and P a solid cone. Sup-
pose that f , g and T are three self-mappings onX , satisfying f .X/[g.X/� T .X/,
and

d.f x;gy/� ˛Mx;y.f;g;T /; (3.3)
where ˛ 2 .0;minf 1

KC1
; 2

K.KC1/
g/ for K � 1 and

Mx;y.f;g;T / 2
n
d.T x;Ty/;d.f x;T x/;d.gy;Ty/;

d.f x;Ty/Cd.gy;T x/

2

o
;

(3.4)
for all x;y 2 X . If one of f .X/, g.X/ or T .X/ is a complete subspace of X , then
ff;T g and fg;T g have a unique point of coincidence in X . Moreover if ff;T g and
fg;T g are weakly compatible, then f , g and T have a unique common fixed point.

Proof. First, we consider the following subsets of X �X :
A =f.x;y/ 2X �X W d.f x;gy/� d.T x;Ty/g;
B =f.x;y/ 2X �X nA W d.f x;gy/� d.f x;T x/g;
C =f.x;y/ 2X �X n .A[B/ W d.f x;gy/� d.gy;Ty/g,

and we define the functions p;q;r; t WX �X ! Œ0;1=K/ as following

p.x;y/D

�
˛; if .x;y/ 2 A

0; otherwise ; q.x;y/D

�
˛; if .x;y/ 2 B

0; otherwise ;

r.x;y/D

�
˛; if .x;y/ 2 C

0; otherwise ; t .x;y/D

�
˛=2; if .x;y/ 2 .A[B [C/c

0; otherwise
Now, the mappings f , g and T satisfy the conditions (3.1) and (3.2) with respect

to the previous functions if ˛ < minf 1
KC1

; 2
K.KC1/

g; and so Theorem 2 follows by
Theorem 1. �
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Remark 1. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can prove that Theorem
2 holds for ˛ < 2

K.KC1/
also when 1 �K � 2. So Theorem 2 extends Corollary 2.5

of [2] in the setting of a cone metric type space.

The following results is obtained from Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. Let .X;d;K/ be a cone metric type space with constant K � 1 and
P a solid cone. Suppose that the mappings f , g and T are three self-maps on X ,
satisfying
f .X/[g.X/� T .X/, and

d.f x;gy/�pd.T x;Ty/Cqd.f x;T x/Crd.gy;Ty/Ct Œd.f x;Ty/Cd.gy;T x/�;

(3.5)
for all x;y 2X , where p;q;r; t 2 Œ0; 1

K
/ and

KpC .KC1/maxfq;rgC .K2
CK/t < 1: (3.6)

If one of f .X/, g.X/ or T .X/ is a complete subspace of X , then ff;T g and fg;T g
have a unique point of coincidence in X . Moreover if ff;T g and fg;T g are weakly
compatible, then f , g and T have a unique common fixed point.

Corollary 2. Let .X;d;K/ be a cone metric type space with constantK � 1 andP
a solid cone. Suppose that f and T are two self-mappings on X , satisfying f .X/�
T .X/ and

d.f x;fy/�pd.T x;Ty/Cqd.f x;T x/Crd.fy;Ty/Ct Œd.f x;Ty/Cd.fy;T x/�;

(3.7)
for all x;y 2X , where p;q;r; t 2 Œ0; 1

K
/ and

KpC .KC1/maxfq;rgC .K2
CK/t < 1: (3.8)

If one of f .X/ or T .X/ is a complete subspace of X , then ff;T g has a unique point
of coincidence in X . Moreover if ff;T g is weakly compatible, then f and T have a
unique common fixed point.

Proof. In .3:5/, set f D g. It follows from Corollary 1 that ff;T g have a unique
common fixed point v. �

Corollary 3. Let .X;d;K/ be a cone metric type space with constantK � 1 andP
a solid cone. Suppose that f and T are two self-mappings on X , satisfying f .X/�
T .X/ and

d.f x;fy/� a1d.T x;Ty/Ca2d.f x;T x/Ca3d.fy;Ty/

Ca4d.f x;Ty/Ca5d.fy;T x/; (3.9)

for all x;y 2X , where ai � 0 for i D 1;2; : : : ;5 and

Ka1C .KC1/maxfa2;a3gC .K
2
CK/a4 < 1;
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Ka1C .KC1/maxfa2;a3gC .K
2
CK/a5 < 1: (3.10)

If one of f .X/ or T .X/ is a complete subspace of X , then ff;T g has a unique point
of coincidence in X . Moreover if ff;T g is weakly compatible, then f and T have a
unique common fixed point.

Proof. See [7]. �

Remark 2. Corollaries 2:11 and 2:12 in [2] can be generalized into cone metric
type space by Corollary 2. Also, some results in [7] can be obtained by our corolla-
ries.

The following corollary is obtained from Theorem 2.

Corollary 4. Let .X;d;K/ be a cone metric type space and P a solid cone. Sup-
pose that f and T are two self-mappings on X , satisfying f .X/� T .X/, and

d.f x;fy/� ˛Mx;y.f;T /; (3.11)

where ˛ 2 .0;minf 1
KC1

; 2
K.KC1/

g/ for K � 1 and

Mx;y.f;T / 2
n
d.T x;Ty/;d.f x;T x/;d.fy;Ty/;

d.f x;Ty/Cd.fy;T x/

2

o
;

(3.12)
for all x;y 2 X . If one of f .X/ or T .X/ is a complete subspace of X , then ff;T g
have a unique point of coincidence in X . Moreover if ff;T g is weakly compatible,
then f and T have a unique common fixed point.

Proof. In Theorem 2, set f D g. �

Example 4. LetX DEDR andP D Œ0;C1/. Suppose that d.x;y/Djx�yj2 for
all x;y 2 X . Then .X;d;K/ is a cone metric type space with K D 2 by Minkowski
inequality. Let f;T WX !X be two mappings defined as follows

f x D
1
p
4
.2xC3/ and T x D 2xC3;

where x 2X . Since f .X/D T .X/DX , we have f .X/� T .X/. Also,

d.f x;fy/D j
1
p
4
.2xC3/�

1
p
4
.2yC3/j2 D

1

4
d.T x;Ty/

and so (3.11) holds with ˛ D 1
4
: According to Corollary .4/, ff;T g have a unique

point of coincidence in X . Indeed v D 0 is the unique point of coincidence of ff;T g
and uD �3

2
is a coincidence point of the mappings f and T .
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